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Story: Key problems
Luc (37)
What happens if, for whatever reason, you have no key of your room available, and you want
to get access to your locked room (or even to your barrack, if nobody else is at home) in the
weekend? A real-live experience report:
Today I found myself locked out of my house, Droevendaalsesteeg 107. I decided to call the
emergency repair service since it is weekend, and Christmas. First I was connected with a
service line who asked some details about the situation, I was told they would work on it and
that they would contact me later. Around fifteen minutes to half an hour later I received a call
from the person in function (at Veolia) as well asked for some details and told me he would
pass by within half an hour, and so he did. He opened the door for me and asked me to show
my identity card / driving license. After filling in a form he explained me that now I should
pass by Asserpark and that the caretaker of Droevendaal will make a bill (which is about 165
euros). I was surprised that everything could be arranged so quickly, really nice.
Arta, 107, December 2015
Also happening often at Droevendaal is that a cat has been locked up in a room (or locked
up itself by entering by the small window, not able to get out), but the room-owner has left for
the weekend. Also in that case you can call the above mentioned emergency service (031741 36 43), but it costs money. During office hours, you can contact our caretaker Eugene
(evmeteren@idealis.nl, 06-53 64 36 00), then the problem can be solved without any costs.
A less social approach would be to break a window, and tell Idealis it was an accident: as our
glass is collectively insured, there is a change that you will see no bill at all. After all, it is
perhaps best to have some precaution measures, for example get a copy of your key (you
are entitled to have one copy) and do something wise, but still safe, with it..

Ferran (47)

Droeffest
Droeffest was wonderful and gave rise to so many beautiful things. But as number of visitors
grows and laws change, the workload for the organization becomes too high, security needs
rising, and the core of the celebration gets diluted. Both droevendalers and municipality
spent months of time and thousands of euros on planning last droeffest. We also noticed that
it lost grip on what this occasion is about (is it not just about celebrating together among the
members of the droef community?). Therefore we decided to stop it “as it was last previous
years”, and from the ashes create anew the concept with the core of what droeffest has left
with us; something smaller and more independent. In earlier droef meetings we decided that
we want the party to be independent of municipality (no private security, no permit, no bars,
no fences…) and they agree as it is a lot of work and money for them as well. We want it to
be a droevendaal day, made by us for us, and get back to the roots. We also decided that
the night parties shouldn´t be a part of this summer celebration, because they attract too
many people from outside and create the big security troubles and all the restrictions and
burdens associated.
INSTEAD, the summer celebration will be a moment of love, unity, creativity, freedom of
spirit and most of all, sharing. We organize a day, independent of administrative and financial
burdens to celebrate diversity and share our talents, love and happiness.
Together, doevendaal old and new, we will make a beautiful summer day and together we
will make music, dance, sing, eat, and share skills and thoughts. The day is about sharing,
contribution and exploration of what droevendaal has to offer.
To get more down to earth; the current organization is planning a meeting and we want to
invite everyone! Not for organization, not for any burdens; we want to share the concept of
the party. There will be no obligations to come and do anything and together we would like to
decide the name and how to fill the day. We dream about every house cooking amazing
recipes and sharing in a huge potluck table where most of us can see the eyes of each other!
We dream with you playing alone or with a band or jamming or singing in a choir, we dream
with you dancing, giving a workshop or doing art you’d like to share, we dream to see all of
you squeezing your great creativity and sharing it with the neighbors of this incredible
community! If you want to bring any of these or other gifts that’s fantastic! SHARE IT WITH
ALL! droevendaal is watching, listening, feeling!
So keep your eyes open and COME for this meeting to start sharing!
And if you cannot make it for the meeting, don’t worry, leave a paper in either of our mailbox!
Love and peace,
-Momo (103), Taco (101) and José (91)

Droeffest
2015

MURGA PLAYING FOR CHANGE!
On Sunday 29th of November Murga Barrakantes brought the powerful vibes to the People’s
Climate March in Amsterdam. The day woke up grey and cloudy here in Wageningen. We
packed all the drums, dresses and paintings and we started the journey. In Amsterdam the
rain welcomed us, but nothing can stop the Barrakantes! We joined the demonstration
sharing our sounds and moves with all the people around. Connecting smiles towards the
change. Our bodies and our minds were there to make the message louder. The Murga
groups are not only a drumming group or just a dancing bunch of people. Murga is a whole
philosophy of resistance.
It all starts in Cadiz (south of Spain) and then is introduced to South America, specially
Argentina and Uruguay. There, basically represented by the slaves of the cotton plantations,
Murga became the vehicle for the articulation against oppression and a call for freedom, with
the international language of the music and the body expression. I still remember the first
time I saw a Murga and the powerful message it transmitted. It was in San Salvador de Jujuy
(Argentina, 2012) and the energy that came out from the group was incredible. When
Francesca launched the initiative last year here in Wageningen I was so excited about it! I
remember there were some sceptics about the idea of trying to do a group like this in
Wageningen, a place where people come, stay and go, but if I look at it with perspective I
think that this feature makes it very special. Murga Barrakantes feeds also from this dynamic
situation. Different people, different styles, but always with the transformative character that
makes it so powerful! Our first performance was last 5th of May, in Wageningen. That day the
Murga shone as the sun! In Amsterdam, during the march, we were not that lucky, it rained
during most of the demonstration, but that was not an obstacle for the good vibes! We also
performed twice in the refugee centre, sharing and bringing smiles to broken lives, and also
in the event Wageningen citizens against TTIP, giving loud voice to the people to say NO for
the corporative ruled future.
We are rehearsing in the Common Barrak so if you would like to try (drumming and/or
dancing) just come on Thursdays at 19h!
Tres saltos bien altos!
Maria (51)

Droef garden competition
Also this year a droef garden competition! Somewhere in May a jury will pass by all gardens
to see how beautiful they are. A price is given to a garden that is winning according to some
secret criteria. You need tips how to win? Ask Joanne (37), winner of last year.

Which vegetables are
always working in a
droef garden?
- Chard
- Fava beans
- Loose Leaf Lettuce

“The Magic and Mystery of Constructing a Herb Spiral
and Why Every Suburban Lawn Should Have One”
by Johannes, conspiral theorist of 91
Everywhere in nature you find spirals. From romanesco broccoli to the tail of the
chamelion. And aren't the house numbers in Droef arranged in a magical spiral? Eh
.. never mind. No wonder also we in Droef rotate in out around each other following
our own spirally patterns? Again and again inviting only Wageninge's most beautiful
Europeans or South Americans to join our spinning community, all ordering the
same toilet paper via VOKO (yes also that a spiral, if you look close enough). And
naturally planting our kitchen herbs in the single most yielding, harmonic and
delighting pattern?
Why? I dare not roll out my thinnly sowed (perma)cultural
wisdom here. Check closely, and as you will long have
guessed: All herb spirals in Droef, some less herbal, others less
spiral, follow the direction suggested by the coriolis force, the
spinning of the planet in harmony with the mighty milky way,
mother of all spirals. Here comes the QUIZ: Write the house
numbers of all spirals in the collage after each other, following
the spiral pattern!

Divide the result in the
golden ratio, subtract the
frequency of the word
“spiral” in this text and
share it with your
neighbors! Extra spiraling
points if you find the
hidden man in the moon!

Story: The rooster fight
with a happy ending
By Roos (81)
In the spring of 2015 little baby chicks were running around in our chicken shed. It was after
the time that the killer fox was roaming around on droef (see Droevendalia 89  the killer fox
story) and everything was peace and love again. The chicks were developing into real
chickens and roosters. We gave some roosters away and kept only one red beautiful rooster:
in this story called Harry (he would like to stay anonymous). Everything was good in chicken
life until January 2016 when the rooster sex-season started… One black chicken was
suddenly evaluating into a big monster rooster; getting a huge red Mohawk
and lellebells under his chin. Immediately he started to attack Harry to get
power over the chickens. Wounds were made; blood was spurting around and
no winner yet. But slowly he was gaining terrain, charming the chickens with nice cock-adoodle-doos and dances and killing almost Harry. That was the time when we had to jump in;
we could not tolerate this macho behavior! We had to save Harry! It was a difficult decision
but we had to honor the choice of the chickens and they choose the new one, because new
boys are almost more interesting. Luckily there was a flock of chickens in 47 with no rooster.
Happy and peaceful the both roosters are living now on droef, wounds are healing and
hopefully they will never see each other again.





Give away shop
Lucia (97)

Droef easter market

Zombie walk
Dear Droef-friends,
Last October, some inhabitants of Droef 47 got infected by an
apparently highly contagious virus. The first days the effects
turned out to be small: some of us just got a bit sleepy. But in
some days it got more severe...
Droef 47 seemed to be a house that primarily ate vegetarian food, but these days our
'infected' developed an immense crave for meat. We even had to stop Giulia chasing Gerard
(our cat) the whole evening. After that night, Gerard had bite traces on its body, was moving
uncoordinatedly and like Giulia, he also developed an immense crave for meat...
Giulia’s hunger for meat was not satisfied, as the next morning she took a bite of Monica, her
dearest friend. After that, things went very fast. The same night all inhabitants and visitors of
Droef 47 got infected as well and went out to hunt for more fresh meat in all other Droef
houses. Even the computer nerds at the LAN party in the Common Barrack turned out to be
fresh enough to consume their juicy organs.
After this remarkable bloody evening, the next day everyone looked fine again like nothing
happened, without signs of craving behaviour in any Droevendaler. For Gerard however, his
craving behaviour is still apparent...
Jelle (Droef 47)

Running services at Droevendaal
(April 2016)
Bushcutter: 45. Costs: 2.50
Chainsaw : Stefan, 55
Cleaning team & blue waggon: Luc, 37. The waggon is at the shed between 71 and the
CB, at the side facing the mailboxes; use your own key to access. Please put it back after
use, especially in rainy weather.
Common barrack , long ladders, water-vacuum cleaner: the
Common Barrack team. Keys can be picked up at Barrack 69 or
barrack 61 after a reservation at droevendaal.nl > Common Carrack
agenda . You can make a reservation if you are using a Droevendaal
internet connection (inform mayor@droevendaal.nl if this doesn’t work)
Droef 2nd hand shop: in the common bicycle shed; you can enter with
your own key. Only books and clothes, please nothing else, and no trash! Maintenance:
barrack 47 et al.
DroefProjector: 47 is working on it; will be available soon!
Facebook "Droevendaal Inhabitants": Pieter, 35 and a few others. You can only be
member if you are actually living on Droevendaal
Fair-trade chocolade, wine etc : Barrack 35, between 10 and 10 if somebody at home
Grassmowers : Contact barrack 103, room 6.
Greengroup : Stefan, 55, Djoerd, 65 and Sophie, 81
Key for motorcycle shed : Long term: caretaker. Short term: 103, room 6
Partylights. Ask Pieter, 35
Small stuff. Extension cables, furniture-movers ('hondjes'), a luggage wage. For free, but
as deposit you need to leave a personal card (WUR, Public transport, id, bankcard etc.).
Contact smallstuff@droevendaal.nl
Tenants' representation, safety issues, DroefMail: Luc, 37 (mayor@droevendaal.nl)
Tricycle/bakfiets: you can rent the bakfiets for €4.50. Ask Rens or Nine at 45.
Voko (cooperative organic food ordering): droefvoko@gmail.com; You will get
instructions how you can join for the next delivery.
Welcome packages for new Droevendalers (fixed rooms) gabriela (91) and anouk (43)

Important contacts
Caretaker Eugène van Meteren, evmeteren@idealis.nl, 06-53 64 36 00. For repair
requests etc. Repairs can also be requested via the website of Idealis (in the login part)
Emergency repairs outside office hours: (0317) 41 36 43; Veolia
Problems with the Internet Connection: 020 398 76 66; XS4ALL
Not-emergency police: 0900-8844; all emergencies: 112

Inspiration to make the
next droevendalia?
Go your gang!
Kukelekuuuu!

